
Rival™ Productivity Series 
inserting system

Performance without compromise
In today’s economy, mail operations need  
to make smart investment decisions to 
cost-effectively meet today’s needs and 
plan for future growth. When making 
these decisions, it is important that you 
don’t compromise on reliability, accuracy, 
flexibility and support.

With the new Pitney Bowes Rival™ 
Productivity Series Inserting System you 
do not have to settle. The Rival delivers 
high performance capabilities in a small 
footprint design to help you deliver customer 
communications each and every day. Built 
on the proven Productivity Series inserting 
platform, this mid-range mail finishing 
solution provides unparalleled reliability, 
accuracy and flexibility in an easy to  
use platform. 

Dependable, accurate results 
The Rival Productivity Series Inserting System maintains the 
highest levels of performance during peak processing periods 
with a robust design based on a proven high volume platform. 
With the high integrity operating system, each and every 
mailpiece is tracked for accurate processing to keep your mail 
operation running smoothly.  

Compact and cost effective 
With a small footprint and ergonomic design, the Rival system 
delivers more high value capabilities per square foot.  

Simple, easy production 
Spend less time on setup and achieve consistent, accurate 
results with new automated setup features. With the new 
Automated Fold capability, fold settings can now be included 
for each job, ensuring easy setup and quality results for each 
mailing. Save valuable production time with the intuitive 
user interface that also enables easy identification and fast 
resolution of system alerts.  

Built for flexibility 
With a modular, scalable platform, the Rival can be configured 
to meet your mail processing requirements. Consolidate 
systems, increase your production capacity and keep your mail 
in-house with the ability to process a wide array of DL and C4 
applications on the same system. The new vacuum based input 
document feeder precisely handles high value statements with 
the flexibility to support varying material substrates. 

Now you can focus 
on what’s important 
—your business
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© 2011 Pitney Bowes Ltd. All rights reserved.
Delivering more than 90 years of innovation, Pitney Bowes provides software, hardware and 
services that integrate physical and digital communications channels. Long known for making 
its customers more productive, Pitney Bowes is increasingly helping other companies grow 
their business through advanced customer communications management. Pitney Bowes 
is a $5.4 billion company and employs 30,000 employees worldwide. Pitney Bowes: every 
connection is a new opportunity™. For more information visit www.pb.com

Pitney Bowes certifies that the Rival™ Productivity Series complies with the requirements  
of the Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC and the EMC Directive 89/336/EEC.

Rival™ Productivity Series inserting system

Continuous loading, high 
capacity feeders maximise 
operational efficiency

Size: 4.2m x 2.7m 
(Based on depicted 3 station configuration; Request 
detailed drawing of your personalised configuration)

Verify mailpiece assembled 
correctly with high integrity 

operating system

Minimise stoppages  
with soft start up 

DL and C4 
capable platform

System specifications 
Mailpiece size: DL and C4

Length: 171mm x 330mm

Depth: 101mm x 254mm

Document length: 178mm x 356mm

Document width: 178mm x 305mm

Fold types: C,Z, Half, Double, No Fold

Speed:   Up to 10,000 env/hour; 12,000 
env/hour (optional) 
Up to 30,000 sheets/hour

Scanning: OMR, Barcode, 2D, OCR

Features and options High value benefits
DL and C4 processing  Consolidate systems, increase production capacity and expand services with flexible platform 

capable of processing a wide array of applications on the same system

Automated fold capability Reduce job setup time, ensure consistent, accurate folds; reduce waste (optional)

10,000 or 12,000 cycles per hour Two speed options to meet SLA requirements; field upgradeable to 12,000 cph

Rival operating system  Verifies accurate mailpiece assembly, tracking and delivery 
(Direct Connect)

30K Vacuum sheet feeder  Continuous loading, vacuum based feeder maximises productivity for variable page statements; 
supports various material substrates and print technologies; extended capacity options available

Integrity scanning Optical Mark Recognition and Barcode Scanning (standard); 2D, OCR (optional)

Resettable meter  Maintain high productivity for mixed weight mail with dual print heads ensuring non-stop printing

Compact footprint and  Maximise value per square foot; high volume features maximise operational efficiency 
ergonomic design

Scalable Platform  Configurable to meet current operational needs; modular design protects investment and 
enables future upgrades

Reporting  Productivity metrics and mail run audit keeps operation running smoothly

Flexible service options  Maintain peak performance with a variety of flexible service options, including on-site service, 
on-call service and personalised service support
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